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Integrating a Scholar`s Portal and
getting started videos
Eric Johnson
Miami University

Our IR System
• Miami Scholarly Commons – based on DSpace
• Locally hosted
• Allows us to make customizations and
integrate it into our campus.
• Thanks also to John Millard and Elias Tzoc for
programming.
• sc.lib.miamioh.edu – institutional repository
• cds.lib.miamioh.edu –digital scholarship team

IR focus
• We encourage faculty to submit any scholarly
work.
• Also grad students and capstone undergrads.
• We have a section for purchased data sets.

Is an IR just a dumping ground?
•
•
•
•

Satisfies NSF funding requirements.
Drop your data there and forget about it.
We wanted a better connection with faculty.
How can we encourage faculty to upload more
of their work?

Faculty Profiles
• Home grown, housed on another local server.
• Now integrated with DSpace – seamless for
the viewer.

APIs
• DSpace has some automation abilities through
REST.
• We harnessed those and added some of our
own.
• JQuery is used to correct the default DSpace
Creative Commons license choices.
• Macro Express is used to assign collection
rights.

User’s experience
• A new user logs in for the first time. They use
their familiar campus login credentials.
• They see their name, a welcome and a get
started button.
• Clicking it takes them to their own page in the
Scholar’s portal.
• They edit the page and add personal
information.

User’s experience cont.
• After they are finished editing, they are
returned to their personal page in the IR.
• Their collection has been created so they can
begin adding their works to the IR.

Behind the scenes
• We modified the sidebar and login dropdown
for non-administrators to remove confusing
options.
• This required modifying navigation.xsl & pagestructure.xsl
• [Start a submission,
Pending submissions,
Edit your profile,
Logout ]

Behind the scenes
• When a user first logs in, we use LDAP to
authenticate in DSpace.
• If they don’t exist on DSpace yet, we run a script
that creates an e-person for them.
• The script pulls information from LDAP to
populate name, office, title and address fields.
• The script then checks if they are faculty and
creates a collection for them.
• An ID is added to the collection metadata to
embed an i-frame to their Scholar’s Portal.
• Accomplished using REST API scripts, https, a
special port and some JQuery.

Behind the scenes, cont.
• The script uses DSpace’s REST API, but the API
doesn’t do everything.
• The script places a file with the collection URL
and the e-person identifier in a local folder on
the Linux server.
• An rsync process then transfers the file to a
Windows computer.

Behind the scenes, cont.
• Another script on the windows computer then
reads the file and logs into the IR to create an
admin group and give proper permissions for
the collection.
• Windows script is Macro Express Pro but
Auto-hot key could also be used. (both are
Windows only)

The result
• The Scholar’s portal information is an i-frame
in DSpace that appears seamless to the user.
• They can upload their bio, connect to social
media sites and configure their page.
• The faculty member has a permanent,
sharable URL to their own collection.

Open Access week
• Our message: The more Accessible your work,
the easier it is to Cite.
• We sent out e-mails, blog posts and other
advertising promoting the IR
• We also created some simple videos to help
people through the process.
• Each video is 3 ½ minutes long.

